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Dear Council,  
 
Hi, hello! I hope all is well. Semester one is rapidly approaching, and with that comes all the 
necessary finalizing of our summer projects. I have some good news to share with council, and 
some disappointing stuff too, so let’s get the negatives out of the way first.  
 
More kitchen delays 
 
Yes, I know, disappointing. I am frustrated too, but this type of thing happens often with 
construction projects. The lower level catering kitchen has an updated opening date of 
September 14th, a month later than the previously postponed date. This is all due to 
bottlenecks with certain aspects of the contractors. I am now working with our management 
team to figure out contingency plans for our businesses. The first couple weeks of school are 
very busy for both catering and the bars, so it is integral that we find a way to have all of them 
run as smooth as possible. Catering during the summer has been possible due to Dewey’s 
being closed, but now that it is set to open as school starts, that adds complications. We are 
exploring options, and I will keep you updated once we decide what will happen. One final 
aspect that this affects is my campaign goal of increasing vegan and vegetarian options at the 
bars. This will still happen, but most likely in second semester. The delays are unfortunate, but 
we’ve gotta be patient with the unexpected.  
 
Marketing & Communications   
 
As I have mentioned numerous times, the exec have been working closely with marketing in 
attempts to improve communication with our members. I have been very happy with the 
progress we’ve made overall, in particular with regards to making social media a priority this 
year. We will be hiring 2 new students positions to manage our social media accounts, and I 
am looking forward to the engagement this will yield. We’ve also been making significant 
progress on our Conferencing and Events branding, which will be rolled out in coming months 
to help with growth in this area. I also met with marketing to discuss advertising Switchboard, a 
campaign that will be rolled out mid to late September. 
 
Odds & ends  
 
Other projects that I have been working on include SERC, creating a capital plan plan, and 
reviewing many of our bylaws, particularly related to fees. Student at large positions for SERC 
will open in the coming weeks, so keep your eyes open. I will be presenting on the capital 
plan/post-Student Events Initiative survey findings at our September 4th council meeting. I look 
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forward to hearing your feedback, so be ready! As for the bylaw bit, more updates will follow in 
coming weeks.  
 
Personal Announcements & Office Hours  
 
Fun fact: Konz is open! I encourage you all to go and try their pizza in a cone –– it’s an 
experience. I will not be in council this Tuesday as I will be away for a couple extra days in 
Vancouver, but I will be calling in. If you have any questions, please shoot me an email, or visit 
my next office hours on August 30th from 2:30-3:30 in RATT.  
 
Kind regards,  

 
 
 

UASU VP Operations & Finance   
Emma Ripka 
 
 

 


